Gyroviscous MHD in two dimensions is shown to be a Hamiltonian field theory in terms of a non-canonical Poisson bracket. This bracket is of the Lie-Poisson type, but possesses an unfamiliar inner Lie algebra. Analysis of this algebra motivates a transformation that enables a Clebsch-like potential decomposition that makes Lagrangian and canonical Hamiltonian formulations possible.
H a m ilto n ia n F o rm u la tio n o f T w o -D im e n s io n a l G y ro v is c o u s M H D I. Introduction
This work is concerned with the Hamiltonian field formulation of the equations that describe two-dimensional non-dissipative gyroviscous onefluid plasmas [1, 2, 3, 4] , These equations differ from the usual Eulerian form of ideal MHD by the inclusion of a non-entropy-producing stress tensor that arises from the finiteness of the ion gyroradius. The physics of this stress tensor is important for modelling tokamak discharges [5] , and may be important for calculation of the MHD /c-spectrum by means of the partition function [6, 7] ,
The Eulerian MHD equations in terms of their usual variables do not possess the form of a con ventional Hamiltonian field-theory. Nonetheless, these equations were shown to be Hamiltonian in a generalized sense by incorporating a generalization of the Poisson bracket [8] . Generalized or noncanonical Poisson brackets possess the same al gebraic properties as ordinary Poisson brackets, but the notion of canonical variables is abandoned and degeneracy is allowed. At present, noncanonical Poisson brackets for all of the major non-dissipative plasma systems have been obtained. For review of the formalism and applications the reader is directed to [9] - [12] . This paper is organized as follows: in Sect. II the two-dimensional gyroviscous MHD equations are described. In Sect. Ill we briefly review some aspects of the noncanonical Hamiltonian formalism and then present the Poisson bracket for the gyro-MHD model. Section IV is concerned with the algebraic interpretation of the bracket presented in Sect. III. In case the methods of this section are unfamiliar to the reader, it may be skipped without loss of continuity. Section V deals with Clebsch [13] potentials, i.e. a potential decomposition that trans forms the noncanonical formalism into canonical form with gauge conditions. We thus obtain a varia tional principle. Clebsch-potentials are discussed in [9] , [12] , [14] - [18] . The Clebsch-potential decom position presented here differs in form from all previous work. We conclude with Sect. VI.
II. Equations of Motion
The gyroviscous stress tensor is associated with a momentum flux that is due to Larmor gyration. Evidently, this effect occurs perpendicular to the magnetic field. Here we assume that the magnetic field has the form B = B e : , where e. is a constant unit vector and B is a scalar function that depends spatially only upon the cartesian coordinates (.y and v) of the plane defined by e.. This same spatial dependence is assumed for the remaining dynamical variables: A/, q, and ß. Here M is the momentum density with components in the .y and v directions given by Ms (5= 1,2). We assume e. M = 0. The symbol q takes its usual meaning as the mass density, while ß = P / B where P is the pressure. With these assumptions we obtain
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where the gyroviscous tensor nis is given by
and Nsjik = c (Ssk Eji -SjiEsk) .
Here c is a dimensional constant, Ssk is the Kronecker delta and £/( is the antisymmetric tensor with components
( 1 for / = 1 , / = 2, £"= -1 for i = 2, ./= 1 , I 0 for / = / .
We remark that in spite of the presence of the 71/,., Eqs. (1) - (4) conserve energy, momentum, angular momentum and center of mass motion given respectively by
where d r= dvdv. In Sect. Ill we will discuss addi tional constants known as Casimirs.
III. Noncanonical Hamiltonian Description
The conventional version of Hamiltons equations for fields can be written in the form
where H is the Hamiltonian functional. y/k denotes the field variables and the Poisson bracket {,} of two functional Fand G is given by
The quantity Okl is given by
where Because of properties (i)-(iii) the product defined by Eq. (13) acting on the vector space of functionals defines a Lie algebra. We note the (ii) and (iii) depend upon the form of Okl. while Okl need only be independent of F and G for properties (i) and (iv).
The noncanonical generalization of Hamilton's formulation stresses the properties (i)-(iv) rather than requiring the specific form Okl given by (14) . Indeed this is a generalization since fields with an odd number of components can now be put into the form of (12) . In general. Okl can be a matrix operator that may, for example, be differential as well as have dependence on the yjk.
The bracket for gyro-MHD has two parts: the first is essentially that given for ideal MHD in [8] , while the second (new) part contains higher deriv atives (due to dispersion introduced by nis). The total bracket is given bv
It is not difficult to see that Eqs. where H is the energy, see (8) .
Equation (16) can be seen to satisfy property (ii) by integration by parts and neglect of surface terms. Also by the same procedure the operator Okl can be extracted -we do not do this here since the form of (16) as it stands is more transparent for reasons that will be discussed in Sect. IV, where the Jacobi identity [property (iii)] is shown.
Before closing this section we point out that associated with noncanonical Poisson brackets are special constants of motion known as Casimirs. These are bracket constants; i.e. constants that do not depend upon the specific form of the Hamil tonian. They are associated with the degeneracy of the bracket; if C is a Casimir then {C, F) = 0 for all functional F. Casimirs for (16) 
where / is an arbitrary function. We note that in (18) q, B and ß can be permuted. These Casimirs are independent of the gyro term.
IV. Lie-Poisson Interpretation
The natural situation for quantum field theories, such as the Klein-Gordon or the vacuum Maxwell equations, is that the operator Okl does not have explicit dependence upon the field variables. The standard form of Okl for these fields is the canon ical case. This is not the typical situation for Eulerian field equations that describe continuous media. For example, in the case of the ideal fluid, ideal MHD or the Vlasov-Poisson equations, the natural form of the operator Okl has linear depen dence upon the field variables. Specifically, Poisson brackets for media have the form \ F, G) = j V SF SG 7 7 7Ä" dr (19) where [,] , is the /th component of the product for a Lie algebra of vector-valued functions. Brackets of this type have recently been termed Lie-Poisson.
(See e.g. [10] , [17] , and [11] .)
From the form of (19) it is clear that there are two Lie algebras involved: an inner Lie algebra where the vector space is composed of vectorvalued functions and an outer Lie algebra where the vector space is composed of functionals. When this situation occurs the Jacobi identity for the outer algebra is a consequence of that for the inner algebra. (This can be shown directly by use of the techniques discussed in [9] .) Thus we see the im portance of studying the inner algebra. Addition ally, brackets of the form of (19) can be classified by their inner algebra; hence, field equations that have brackets of this form can also be classified.
We denote the inner Lie algebra of gyro-MHD by G5. Any element/ of G5 can be written as f = { f \ j 2 j ej B j p ) , where f , f2, fQ, fB, and f ß are sufficiently differ entiate functions defined on a domain, which has coordinates .v and v. The product of two elements / and g in G5 is given by
where repeated indicies are to be summed only on 1 and 2 and the quantities asj are real constants that for now need not be further specified.
The first two components of the product given by Eq. (20) have the familiar form of the Lie algebra that corresponds to diffeomorphisms of our domain, which for purposes here we can take to be the plane. If we set the aSJ to zero, then our algebra corresponds to a semi-direct product extension of the diffeomorphism algebra. This sort of inner algebra is basic to ideal and reduced MHD [16, 10, 17, 11] . Here the addition of the asj alters this form by including a higher degree of differentiation in the last component. Nevertheless, it is straight forward to show directly that (20) satisfies the Jacobi identity for all constants asj. This is unnecessary as we will subsequently show.
As in the case of the semi-direct product algebras, elements of the form (0. 0, f Q, f B. fß) constitute an ideal of G5 (with null second power); but G5 does not possess a subalgebra with elements of the form ( / i , f 2, 0. 0, 0). By examination of (20) we ob-serve that G5 does possess a subalgebra with ele ments of the form / = ( / i , / 2,0. 0, asjdsfi) .
Equation (21) Thus by this isomorphism we see that G5 must satisfy the Jacobi condition for all asj. If we pick aS j = ceSj then G5 is seen to be the inner algebra for the bracket of (16); hence, the gyro-bracket must satisfy the Jacobi identity. The physical interpreta tion of /' will be discussed in Section VI.
V. Variational Principle -Clebsch Representation
In order to obtain a variational principle and a canonical Hamiltonian description for (1) - (4), a representation for M in terms of potentials must be introduced. Motivated by the transformation / of Sect. IV we express M as follows: (22) where the quantities /, y/ and y are Clebsch-like potentials. We note that the canonical description requires the introduction of "gauge" conditions; i.e. the physical state M does not uniquely deter mine the potentials on the RHS of (22) . Unlike the connection in electrodynamics between the mag netic field and the vector potential, (22) Here M is a shorthand for the expression given by (22) . _/ can be shown to be numerically equal to the total pressure B2/ 2 + P. 
We note that the connection between the bracket {,}f and the noncanonical bracket of (16) can be made by assuming that the functionals F and G in (25) obtain their dependence upon ny, etc. through M,q, etc. In this way. for example, func tional derivatives with respect to / can be M. Thus (25) can be transformed to (16) .
VI. Conclusions
We have presented the noncanonical Poisson bracket for gyroviscous MHD in two dimensions, together with a class of Casimir invariants. This bracket is seen to be Lie-Poisson, a standard type for continuous media. The associated inner Lie algebra was presented and identified by making use of the transformation / of Section IV. Using this transformation a variational principle and a canon ical Hamiltonian description were obtained.
The transformation i corresponds physically to a change of reference frames. If we transform the momentum density according to M\= M-x -cekidkß, then Eqs. The first term of (26) corresponds to the well-known diamagnetic drift velocity, while the second term is seen to be minus an average of the particulate VB drift velocity, since P = m/2 (v±y. By going to a frame moving at v the Hamiltonian formalism takes a more natural form. We thus see that the Casimir constants for two dimensional gyro-MHD must be in a 1 to 1 correspondence with those for ideal MHD. Ramifications of this in three dimensions will be reported in the future [19] .
One application of the model and formalism presented here is to calculate the /c-spectrum by integrating the partition function [6, 7] , This is most clearly understood in terms of a Hamiltonian for malism. Although it is unlikely that the two-dimen sional functional integral encountered here can be evaluated analytically, a Montecarlo type computer calculation [20] appears possible. The gyro-model presented here is intriguing since knowledge [6] obtained from one-dimensional functional integra tion suggests that the dispersion introduced by gyroviscosity may be crucial for eliminating the ultraviolet divergence.
In closing we mention that the formalism presented here can be useful for stability analysis [21, 22] . Using the Casimir invariants, variational principles for equilibria can be constructed and in many cases criteria for nonlinear Liapunov stability have been found.
